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Campus Child Care
Must Be Relocated
Alice L. Wagoner

BiiiW~chter

The kids at the Child Care Co·op having fun in their play net yesterday. Where will the Co-op be
moved?

University Area Feeling Results
Of S~cce~~. pf Liquq.r Reform
Act.
.
.,

Manuel Franco
The University area is beginning
to feel the full effects of the Liquor
Reform Act passed this year by the
New Mexico Legislature.
Carrara's Restaurant, on Vassar
Drive just south of UNM, started
serving liquor with their meals
Tuesday, becoming the first
restaurant in the University area to
do so since city voters approved the
issuance of restaurant or "beer and
wine" licenses Aug. 20.
Owner Joesph Carrara, a strong
advocate of the restaurant licenses,
said he was able to obtain a license
for his restaura.nt after the city
decided that the restaruant was
exactly 300 feet from UNM. The
new liquor law does not allow
licenses for restaurants within 300
feet of a church or school, which
includes UNM.
The restaurant obtained its
license Monday after a hearing last
week before City Hearing Officer
Albert Chavez, Carraro said.
Business has been "super"
dur.ing the first two days the
restaurant has been able to serve
liquor with meals, Carraro said,
although the restaurant has only
been able to serve bottled imported
beer. He said lunchtime business
has doubled. The restaurant should
be serving tap beer by Thursday, he
said.
"We saw the effects of obtaining
a liquor license Monday night"
when a party was held at the
restaurant to celebrate obtaining
the license, Carrara said. "A lot of
my customers have waited six or
seven years for me·to get ll license.

During dosed week the New
Mexico Daily Lobo will pllblish
Wednt'!sday, Dec. 9 only. The
finals week issue will appear
Moriday, Dec. 14. Best of luck
on finals and happy holidays
from all of the Lobo staff.

They came in just to celebrate," he
said.
Also to celebrate obtaining the
license, the restaurant is scheduling
a number of promotions, such as
selling beer for $1 this week,
Carraro said. He said he is trying to
work out a deal with beer
distributors so he ca11 serve free
beer next week with his meals.
Ed Waksman, owner of the Posh
Bagel, said he expects his restaurant
to become ''the only full service bar
in the University area" by the
middle of January.
Waksman said the license he has
is leased but he has an option to buy
it later. He said he would "rather
not say'' how much he is leasing the
license for or how much he wiU pay
for it when the lease is up, but he
did say the price is "substantiaL"
The restauranl will be renovated
in January into "a little jazz club,"
although the menu will remain the
same, Waksman said.

.

Although the Posh is within 300
feet of the university, the Posh
obtained its license by applying for
a waiver before the new liquor laws
took effect in July, Waksmansaid.
Frank Casale, manager of
Nunzio's Pizza on Cornell Drive,
said he expects to obtain a
restaurant license "in about a
week" after he receives city approval of his application and will
start serving beer and wine within a
couple of weeks.
"No, we won't trY for a liquor
license,' • said Frontier Restaurant
owner ' Dorothy
Rainosek,
•'probably because we would have a
problem with age, checking IDs and
the like •.• and with keeping the
.
right beer in stock."
"There's not enough room for
additional refrigeration, which we
would need unless you have just
one or two types of beer,"
Rainosek said.
continued on page 3

Desiree Thalley
The University of New Mexico's
Afro-American Studies program is
"second-rate"
because the
University administration provides
neither an adequate budget nor
enough support for the program,
the president of the Black Student
Union said Tuesday.
Frank Parks said the general
consensus among members of the
BSU is that the program needs to tie
"renovated" to offer all students,
not just black students, a serious
academic minority program.
''The way the program is now, if
the administration is going to offer
something second•rate, why offer
anything at all?" Parks said.
He said the present director of
the program, Dr. Cynthia
Hamilton,. has· resigned and will

leave the university at the end of
this semester.
Parks said he feels Dr. Hamilton
resigned because she had "no
budget to work with and no
cooperation from the administration."
Dr. Hamilton declined to be
interviewed about the program or
her resignation.
Parks said he feels the program
has suffered from neglect by the.
administration because it has been
isolated from other departments
that are more ''secure."
He said he feels individllal
courses that deal with black studies
should be off~red through other
appropriate departments.
For example, he said, black
history courses could be offered
through the history department.
Robert Moses, a member of the
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"It's pretty hard running a
program not knowing if you're
going to have space," he said.
Yet O'Neil said he has been
"instructed" by Administrative
Vice President Marvin D. "Swede"
Johnson not to publicly worry or
spread panic.
O'Neil said Johnson made him a
written commitment of "uninterrupted day care," which he says
translates as meaning construction
won't start until a location is found
for the daycare center.
He said he knows Johnson's staff
is working on finding a place, and
added, "I believe in what Swede
Johnson says."
The Child Care Co-op serves
about 100 students and faculty for
$28 a week, O'Neil said. It is
staffed by 32 student employees
and 8 full-time employees.
O'Neil said the co-op has
received the highest ASUNM and
GSA support in 10 years than any
other group. He said ASUNM
Lobby Committee chairman
Michael Gallegos has been active in
preserving day care on campus.
Gallegos said he is presently
talking with the administration and
is seeking a "concrete plan."
"They have not given a definite
commitment for a Child Care Coop building as far as I'm con·
cerned,'' Gallegos said.

UNM Afro-ADierican Studies Progralll Ailing;
Looks for l01proventent in Cooperative Efforts

..'
t'

The proposed $6.44 million
dpllar Student Services Building on
the UI'Jversity of New Mexico
campus will be voted on by the state
Legislative Finance Committee
Wednesday, yet questions remain
as to the existence of UNM's Child
Care Co-op.
The co-op is currently in the
north wing of Mesa Vista Hall.
With the construction of the
Student Services Building added to
Mesa Vista liall, it will probably be
relocated.
The riew building, as outlined in
the university's 175-page, five-year
for
general campus
plan
development, will consolidate the
student services:
following
registration, student accounts,
student aids and career services,
veterans guidance, dean of
students, school relations, administration area, admissions,
records and shared spaces.
Van Dom Hooker, university
architect, said he could not say
where the co-op will be relocated.
"I don't think there's going to be
any problem by the time construction starts," Hooker said
He said construction would begtn
as soon as money is allocated by the
state and a contractor is hired.
The proposal says, in part, "Not
only will this building benefit the
students, but it will free up space
for academic and administrative
functions over the campus."
The proposal further details what
will happen to vacancies left in
Scholes Hall, Bandelier East and
the New Mexico Union after some
offices move to the new building.
The Student Accounts space in
Scholes HaU will be remodeled for
the accounting office.
The Geography Department,
now housed in Hodgin Hall, will
move into Bandelier East, current
home of the registration center.
The proposal says the New
Mexico Union is "in desparate
need'' of the space the Alumni
Office and the Department of
Development now occupy, but that
need is not specified in the
proposal.
In its one-paragraph con-

sideration of the Child Care Co-op,
the proposal says, "This space will
be remodeled for other occupancies
as part of the Student Services
Project."
It further says, "The Child Care
Co-op must be relocated before
construction on the new building
.;:an begin. A good solution would
be in a remodeled building with
some parking on the periphery of
the campus.''
Co-op administrator George
O'Neil said several relocation sites
were offered to the administration
by a search committee, including
married student housing, the north
campus by the golf course or by the
psychiatric center and the south.
campus by the athletic complex.
O'Neil said the proposed Student
Services Building is "Causing me
nightmares."

t

BSU, said he believes the administration is aware of the
weaknesses or the program, yet it
fails to do anything to correct the

problems.
"It's a question of a conscious
effort by the administration to deny
continued on page 3

Observatory Invites Public
The University of New Mexico Campus Observatory will be open
to the public today, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
The observatory's telescopes will be focused on the moon, the star·
cluster Pleiades and a star manufacturing facility, the Orion Nebula
in the constellation Orion.
The observatory is located one block north of lomas on Yale.
Admission is free and the public is invited. Children under 12 must
be accompanied by an adult.
More information on t.he Observatory's activities can be obtained
by calling the Astronomy Hotline, 277-4335, available 24-hours a
day.
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Conference on Aging Votes On Total Package
WASHINGTON - Delegates to
the White House Conference on
Aging approved a final report of
sometimes-contradictory
goals
Thursday, and went home while
dissidents unveiled what they called
new proof of manipulation.
The conference leadership, aided
by marshals roaming the floor to
take unauthorized microphones
from dissidents, snuffed out a noisy
rules challenge by several hundred
delegates at the meeting's closing
session,
Aging groups and the dissidents'
point man, Rep. Claude Pepper, D·
Fla., were bitter about what they
called administration attempts to
stack the conference, but they
hailed its recommendations as a
victory.

"Democracy has a way of rising for HeaHh and Human Services
Richard
Schweiker,
to its proper height," said Pepper, Secretary
81-year-old chairman of the House denied the administration tried to
Select Committee on Aging and the manipulate the four-day meeting,
oldest member of Congress. "On paid for by more than $6 million in
the whole, these reports come from federal money.
"We don't like any games being
the hearts of the delegates."
played," Newhall said. "The
But despite the alleged stacking, conference was not stacked."
Cyril Brickfield, head of the
He also said he knew nothing
AARP, estimated the. conference
purportedly
official
report met 80 percent to 90 percent about
documents
that
administration
of the aging groups' goals.
critics were calling proof of a highly
Jack Ossofsky, a spokesman for organized White House effort to
groups representing 15 million influence the conference.
elderly Americans, urged Attorney
They includ.ed lists of key
General William French Smith to
invesligate use of government funds delegates who backed the adand public employees to stack the ministration, lists ofadministration
adversaries and studies of the
conference.
But David Newhall, chief of staff makeup of each panel.

Dissidents attempted several
times to shout their demand for
individual votes on each of the 14
conference committee reportR,
instead of the planned package
vote, but conference chairman
Constance Armitage gaveled them
down.
Only a few scattered ~nays' were
heard on the final vote.
The aU-or-nothing vote allowed
approval
of
contradictory
resolutions passed by different
committees.
On Social Security, for example,
one committee voted to oppose as does the administrtion - use of
general tax revenues to ease the
retirement fund's current financial
problems, while another panel
supported it.

Americans Healthier Despite Rising Expenses
to rise - personal spending for
medical care hit $1067 per person in
1980, triple what it was in 1970.
Blacks, other minorities and
poorly educated Americans are less
healthy than they should be, Brandt
said. The death rate for black
babies is twice that for whites, and
~""'~~~~""'~~~~~!03i~~~~~!03i~~~~~~~ white Americans can expect to live
t
four to five years longer than those
of other races.
The department's sixth annual
report on the state of America's
health contained no surprises but
842-1102
paints a picture of "a decrease in
1800 Central S.E.
human suffering," Brandt said.
As younger Americans take
(Corner of University and Central}
better care of themselves, he said,
their old age should be less plagued
by the debilitating problems that
* Hamburgers .......•............ 39c
currently afflict many senior
citizens.
• French Fries ..•.............•... 39c
He said there is new research
* Cokes . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 39c
suggesting "we may be able to
delay the onset of senility.''
THAT'S RIGHT!!!
The report placed the life exjust 39~
pectancy during 1980 at 73.6 years,
down from 73.8 the year before.
Good thru December 31, 1981.
Brandt said the decrease was only a
, .. also Burritos, Tacos and Fish ...

WASHINGTON - Americans
are getting healthier and living
longer, the government reported
Thursday, with fewer deaths from
heart attack and stroke and a lower
infant mortality rate pacing the
improvement.

"The trends toward improved
health arc continuing," said Dr.
Edward Brandt, assistant health
secretary of the Department of
Health and Human Services.
But there are trouble spots. The
cost of good health has continued

DOONIE'S
SPECIAL ....
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"blip" caused by last year's influenza epidemic, which hit hard
among the elderly,
The report said the cancer death
rate has been declining for people
under 50, but rising slowly for those
over 50. Brandt said that was
. because more people are Jiving
longer and developing cancer late in
life.
"Death rates are declining for
nearly all of the major causes of
death, including heart disease," he
said.
But Brandt pointed to a
disturbing trend - that lung cancer
seems likely soon to replace breast
cancer as the leading cause of
cancer deaths among women, "a
direct consequence of cigarette
smoking," he said.
The study said infant mortality
continues to drop, hitting 13.8 per
1000 births in 1979 for the general
population, compared to 20 per
1000 when the decade began.

Stock
Market
Report
NEW YORK - Wall S\reet,
translating bad economic news into
good market news, staged a late
rally Thursday that left prices
narrowly mixed in moderately
active trading.
The Dow Jones industrial
average, which stayed in negative
territory most of the day after
falling 7.61 points Wednesday,
gained 1.24 points to 883.85.
The New York Stock ExchangP.
index rose 0.25 to 72.65 and the
price of an average share increased
11 cents. Standard & Poor's 500stock index added 0.43 to 125.12.
Declines edged advances 776-735
among the 1958 issues traded.
Big Board volume totaled 43.77
million shares compared with 44,51
million traded Wednesday.
Composite volume of NYSE
issues traded on all U.S. exchanges
and over the counter totaled 51.62
million shares compared with 53.44
million traded Wednesday.
The American Stock Exchange
index rose 1.35 to 327.75 and the
price of a share added six cents.
Declines topped advances 328"239
among the 797 issues traded.
Composite volume totaled 4.64
million shares compared with 5.43
million Wednesday.
The National Association of
Securities Dealers' NASDAQ index
ofOTC stocks lost 0.45 to 199.90.
On the trading floor, Ralston
Purina was the most active NYSE·
listed issue, unchanged at 11 .1/2
following blocks of 744,300 shares
and 200,000 shares, both at 11 1/2.
On the Amex, Dome Petroleum
was the most active issue, up 1/2 to
123/4.
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Senate Backs Four Appointments
The ASUNM Senate Wednesday
approved four presidential appointments.
The appointments that were
approved were Marcy Gruenhut,
ASUNM Film Committee chairperson; Keith Blopdworth, Film
Committee member; Brian Mitchell,
Popular
Entertainment
Committee member; and Danny
Ortiz, Lobby Committee memb!!r.
Although the ASUNM Finance
Committee has taken action on 19
appropriation bills, the 14 which
have passed the committee will not
be considered until next semester.

The ASUNM fees that students
pay as part of their tuition will not
be available for appropriations
until the fifth week of next
semester.
But if $45,000 in frozen funds for
radio station KUNM are returned
to the student government, half of
that money, $22,500 will be immediately available for appropriations. The Student Standards and Grievance Committee
will decide the fate of those funds.
Lobby Committee Chairman
Michael Gallegos told the Senate
that the Legislative Finance

Committee may recommend about
a 14 percent tuition increase when it
meets Wednesday in Santa Fe. This
action may be taken despite a state
Board of Educatonal Finance
recommendation for a 5 percent
tuition increase made two weeks
ago.
Gallegos said that the LFC
usually recommends a tuition
increase equal to the increase in
educational costs. He said a LFC
analyst has told him that
educational costs have risen 13.9
percent in the last year.

Coal Development
In Chaco Canyon,
Will you decide?
Jeff Radford, BLM
Sierra Club

7:30p.m. December4
Kiva Auditorium
sponsored hy UNM Division of l'uhlie Admini•tration

-Liquor---___,;,....-------are a little expensive," Benjamin
said.

continued from page 1

The Frontier is at the corner of
Central Avenue and Cornell Drive.

i
I'

Steve Benjamin, owner of Cel's
Pizza at the corner of Central
Avenue and Buena Vista Drive,
said, "I think eventually we will try
tc get one. But I think first we'll see
how it affects business around here;
see if it increases business or
whatever."
"I think there is a large demand"
for serving liquor with meals,
Benjamin said. "Some out-of•
towners come in and before they
even mention pizza, they ask if we
have beer. We say 'no' and they say
'sorry' and go somewhere else."

"Also, they (restaurant licenses)

The manager of Soup 'R' Sub on
Central Avenue across from UNM,
Joan Daniel, said she "was going to
attempt" obtaining a restaurant
license, "but now I don't know."

feehouse on Harvard Drive said
they have ''just started the application process" and hope to
eventually get a restaurant license.

service.''

To obtain a restaurant license,
Hearing Officer Chavez said,
owners must pay $150 to the state
for "preliminary approval" and
$150 for final approval from him.
Starting next July, restaurant
license owners will also have to pay
a $7 50 annual fee to th¢ state and a
$500 fee paid twice a year to the
city, he said.

Tim Lowther, manager of the
Godfather's Pizza on Buena Vista
Drive, said that the restaurant will
not be seeking a liquor license
because "the owners want it to be a
family-designed restaurant.''
Workers at the Siren Cof-

Among the things Chavez said he
looks at when he ~onsiders a
restaurant license application are
whether the restaurant is within 300
feet of a school or church, the
zoning of the area the restaurant is
in and "public health safety."

"We may not fit under their (the
state's) criteria," Daniel said.
•'From what 1 understand, the food
and liquor has to served to the
customer and we're basically self·

UNM
Bookstore
Notes:
Cookbooks for Chrisbnas
~.
.
.

-Afro-American-------continued from page 1

attract enough well-qualified, fulltime professors because of its
weaknesses.
He said the program now offers
only one position for a full-time
professor.

quality education to blacks and
minorities," Moses said.
He said the minority and
women's studies programs at UNM
exit merely as a "showcase," with
no real commitment and no subThe remaining positions within
stance to support them.
the program, as part-time
Parks said the program fails to positions, · offer employment for

only one semester during the
academic year, he said.
He said few well-qualified
professors are willing to accept
employment under such conditio.ns.
The shortage of full-time
professors results in a program that
is poorly organized and lacks
continuity for the students, Parks
said.

'

Diverse, elegant food for
family and parties

U ArnE -WDAl[] ...
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ASUNM Textbook Co ..op
Has Reopened!
UidBO uarnBa.....
Sell your Books for More!
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277-3701
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24-A SUB Basement Hours will be posted.
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Winter Formal Ball
Friday, December 11
8pm Sub Ballroom
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VIDEO WEEK Dec. 3 • Dec. 10
5 GAMES for $1.00 all day long
Game World
Across from UNM next to Don Pancho's

247-4120

Farm Journal's
Country Cookbook

Entertainment
and Refreshments
Music by
Brian Dunn

at the

General Stores
403 Cordova Rd. West

Sponsored by

UNM BALLROOM
DANCE CLUB

Santa Fe

S2Members
and Guests
S3 Non-Members

111 Hal'\iard SE

8117MenauiNE

(across from UNM)

(across from Holfmantown)
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Just a taste from our
smorgasbord of cooking titles.

Avallable At:

'I

j

also:
Poubleday Cookbook
Regional Cuisines of
Greece

...
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Forum

Students Short on Opinions
About UNM President Davis
Every Friday the New Mexico Daily Lobo prints
Input, 8 forum for the students of the University of
New Mexico. E;;wh week the Lobo will present 8
question for consideration. This is the last Input
column of the semester.
How would you evaluate President" Bud" Davis'
performance?
Out of the approximately 10 students presented the
question only one had an opinion. Most of those who
said they did not have an opinion said they did not
know enough about Davis to evaluate his performance. As would be expected, many added that
the only reference to Davis theY could remember
involved the athletic scandal.
Journalism major Edna Harper said, "The only
thing I know about Davis is how he handled the
basketball scandal."
Harper said Davis' handling of the scandal was
11
average."
Pat McHugh, a political science major, said she
thought Vice President "Swede" Johnson had more
control over the university than Davis. But, she said,

!

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Input
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"I haven't heard that much about Bud Davis."
The lack of judgment by these students is hard to
interpret. The students were simply uninformed and
the press has to iake part of the blame for the
situation. The news media have failed to cover, with
the exception of Lobogate, Davis and his actions, It
could be argued that the lack of coverage is a result of
Davis inaction, but that simply isn't true. No university
president can sit idly by. Universities don'ttake care of
themselves,
Charlotte Balcomb, a journalism student and the
only interviewee who had expressed an opinion, said
she thought Davis is doing "a pretty good job,"
"He is trying to turn (UNM) into an institution that
meets the particular needs of Albuquerque," she said.
She said UNM is not a traditional school partly
because of its older students and partly because of the
remodeling and renovation Davis has done.
UNM students who would like to see their opinion
expressed in Input may send their comments and any
questions to Input c/o Kelly Gibbs, Daily Lobo, UNM
Box 20, 87131.
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Editor:
The recent series on the parking situation included
one statement and omission which I feel deserve more
attention,
The statement appeared in the first article, and
concerned an experimental bus route around the
campus. It is claimed that this cost the university
$16,000 a day. I will first assume that this was a
misprint, or tht I misread it and the amount was really
$1600. Next I would like to figure out where the money
went.
If gas costs $2 a gallon and the bus gets one mile to
the gallon, that's $2 a mile, The speed limit on campus
is 20 mph, and nobody ever exceeds it. Assuming the
bus never stopped, that's $40 an hour for gas. if the
bus ran 24 hours a day nonstop, that's $960 for gas.
Now let's pay the bus driver $10 an hour, and throw
in $100 for etc. because we all know that etc. is very
expensive. We have a grand total of $1300. The
remaining $300 (or $14,700 if I read it correctly) must
be off in limbo with the infamous ballot box.
Now let's consider the omission which I find
inexcusable for the Lobo to make. That is that any
student can park for free anyplace on campus all
semester long if he/she makes slight alterations to
his/her car.
These alterations consist of painting the car white,
the license plate blue, and "University of New
Mexico" on the door. Cars of this type can park in any
lot, next to yellow curbs, blue curbs, red curbs, and

Ed. Note: In the article referred to by Mr. Smith the
Daily Lobo reported the university had lost $16,000
during a two-week period in which the university had a
bus circle the main campus.
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by Garry Trudeau
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Coping with feelings of
loneliness, a problem many persons
experience during the holiday
season, is the subject of a new
workshop to be offered by the
consultation and education division
of the Bernalillo County Mental
Health/Mental Retardation Center.
The workshop is scheduled for

Pee. 9, from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
at the Coronado Center's Community Room.
Topics to be covered during the
workshop include dealing with the
loss of love during the holidays,
common misconceptions about
loneliness, how to stop playing
loneliness games you cannot win

and ways to communication with
others during the holidays.
Rosalie Campos, the center's
director of consuliation and
education, will lead the workshop.
Information about registration
and fees is available from the
Division of Consultation and
Education at 843-2849.
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3920 Central S.E.
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Locking Slide Bracket
for Stereos & CB's
$3.00

:~.

Tower 100 watt Speakers
4-Way With all Pioneer Components
"-~
·
3-Way 40 oz. 51/4 Speakers List $279.00 ea.
NOW $65.00 ea.
$'14.00
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Super Specials on Blank Cassette Tapes
Bucks Off Specials Good Only With Ad.

~

Thousands More Specials!
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For a limited tlllle only, bring In this toupon and save
SO% on all high fashion, high qualftv frames, Including
those by Oleg Cassin!, Christian Dlor, Pierre cardin,
Gloria vanderbilt, etc. This coupon must be presented
at time glasses are ordered and no other
discounts are applicable.
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~~~/o . UCK'S AUDIO 0~~~o~o II IIJ'exas
TheEyewearExpe~
0
Offices Located Throughout
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2116 Central SE
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Albuquerque
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BRING IN THIS COUPON AND SAVE
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3-Way 40 oz. 6x9 Speakers
$15.00
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AM-FM In-dash
with tape
NOW$29.99
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t.AUtr Silhml!;dons Polley
t~tlCtslo tlte cdilar must be typed, double spaced _and signed
by the .ttuthdr with the· author'.~ name', address nnd telephone
numb!!t. dnlY the- ti!!.ll1t: or the t~-uthor will b~ printcU and
rtaitlcS wl111wt be withheld.
the f)all)· l.obo docs: not guara,nleC publication,
All submissions become the property of lhc New Me:d~o
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4-Way Speakers
$20.00ea.

as shown

381400

Nigl1t Editor ......................... -~ .CtalgCh~issinger
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$1.00 off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 12-22·81

Allow us to show you
comparative price lists
to verify the savings.

Digitalin-dash
AM-FM with Tape
NOW$58.88
(sim to Ill us)
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new wind ensemble, "Po Not Go
Gentle Into That Good Night,"
from the poem by Dylan Thomas,
Written by Elliot Del Borge;
"Carillon Brilliante," translated
fom the original organ work of
Henri M ulet by William Rhoads,
past chairperson of the UNM
department of music; "La
Calesera," a pasodoblc by Francisco Alonso; "Epinicion," by
John Paulson; "A Solemn Music,"
by Virgil Thompson; "An Outdoor
Overture," by Aaron Copland;
''Four Cornish Pances," by
Malcolm Arnold; and selections
from "Barnum," a Broadway
musical.

I
I
I
I

Workshop To Discuss Loneliness

Ot~luu

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

Joe Cavaretta

The New Mexico Union's Arts and Crafts Fair draws large crowds Thursday at the SUB ballroom.
The fair, which has a lot to offer in Christmas gifts, continues through the sixth.

Letter

pastel curbs or even in the middle of the street without
fear of getting a ticket,
I recently saw a pedestrian in a crosswalk almost run
down by a car. Neither could see the other because a
large UNM van was parked in the middle of the
crosswalk! Of course there was no ticket on the van,
anymore than there was on another van parked in a
hadicap zone. Perhaps the zone applies to mental as
well as physical handicaps.
Of course the explanation is obvious, tickets must
be given out on a "protect your own" basis. After all,
poor parking services must fund themselves. But I
have a solution. Give the "necessary" tuition increase
of $8 per student to w~oever is responsible for UNM
vehicles, and he can wait in line with the rest of us to
buy a $35 license to hunt for a parking space.
To end on an only slightly related point, it has been
claimed that the $8 increase will help avoid an even
larger increase next year. It gives me a nice watm
feeling inside to know that my school is run by people
who can predict the future so accurately. They could
give lessons to Madame Zot, who told me that I
wouldn't have to "orange card" my way into every
class this semester.
Keith Smith

i

I

l

Reader Finds Expenditures High
In Formerly Attempted Bus Route

The University of New Mexico
Wind Ensemble, directed by
Harold Van Winkle, assistant
professor of music and band
director, will give a free performance in Keller Hall Monday at
8;15 p.m.
"It's a varied program so there's
at least one work to fit an individual's musical taste. The music
runs the gamut from the 1940s to
this year," Van Winkle said.
He ~aid, "There are some of the
better compositions written for
wind ensembles,"
The 45-piece ensemble will include in their performance "Omega
Lambda Chi," by Charles Ives; a

l

M(\T/NG FR/)M CJJN6!<&5S

Wind Ensemble To Perform
Works of lves and Copland
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Frozen FUnding Still Undecided Issue
Manuel Franco
The fate of $45,000 in frozen
funds originally for KUNM will
soon be decided by the Student
Standards and Grievance Committee, after part of the committee
heard the case Thursday.
The $45,000 were included in the
1981-82 ASUNM budget but were

frozen when the. UNM Board of Professor Steve Rubio and
Regents replaced the Student Radio graduate student Mike Casillas
Board with the University Radio attended the hearing.
Committee members NancY Baca
Committee (URC) in May.
No decision was made because and Michelle Butts will make a
only three of the five members, decision after hearing a tape
committee Chairman and special recording of the hearing, It is
education
associate
Professor unclear when a decision will be
Henry Pepe, assistant health, made.
ASUNM Sen. Eric Maddy, the
physical education and r~creation
plaintiff who wants the $45,000 to
go to KUNM, made three charges,

Aviation Focus of Lecture

J

WILD WEST l!'11SIC
200 CENTRAL S.E.
243·2229
"H(Jmf' fJ/ rhf' Free Kazoo"

A
well
known
aviation founded the highly regarded
psychologist will be at the Aviation Research Laboratory at
University of New Mexico tod!!Y to the university.
speak on "Landing Airplanes and
His work there and more recently
the Moon Illusion."
at NMSU has led to international
The speaker will be Stanley N. recognition as one of the foremost
Roscoe, professor of psychology researchers
in
engineering
and head of the Behavioral psychology and the human factors
Engineering Laboratory at New
of aviation.
Mexico State University.
The talk will begin at 4 p.m. in
Roscoe received his doctorate in
psychology from the University of the UNM Biology Building, Room
Illinois in 1950, where he worked 100. The program, which is being
with Alexander Williams to develop presented by the UNM department
the university's original aviation of psychology, is free and open to
psychology program. In 1969, he the public.

not pertain to the ASUNM budget,
He said a seperat~ set of laws
governs ASUNM budgets.

They were:
!)That the freezing of the funds
"KUNM has done nothing
was unconstitutional under Article wrong to deserve this," Maddy
Eight of the ASUNM Constitution. said.
Section Two of that Article states
that referenda approved by voters
Gordon presented the Finance
in ASUNM general elections "shall Committee minutes of March 29
be binding on ASUNM for one and the Senate minutes of Aoril I.
academic year ... and may not be The Finance Committee minutes
overturned by actions of the show that a proposal passed the
ASUNM Senate or the ASUNM Senate which said the KUNM funds
President,"
would be included in the proposed
The $45,000 was approved by the budget, but would revert to
Spring 1981 general election.
ASUNM if "the administration
ASUNM Attorney General Gary assumes funding'' of KUNM. The
Gordon, representing ASUNM Senate minutes show that the
Vice President Bill Littlefield, said proposal passed, but do not
that article. of the constitution does mention that the funds would revert
to ASUNM under any circumstances.

Maddy said the URC has long
favored obtaining student funds for
KUNM.

Rock Performance
SetforVVednesday
To Feature Fritz
SUB Entertainment at the
University of New Mexico is
sponsoring three dances this month
to be held in the Subway Station
from 9 p.m. to I a.m.
Saturday the "Last Chance
Dance" will feature funk music by
"Thumper" and a disc jockey from
Jams Unlimited.
Funky-disco will be the dancing
theme Dec. 12 and 19, again with
music provided by a OJ from Jams
Uf!limited.
Admission for each dance is $2
.for students at UNM, the
Technical-Vocational Institute and
the University of Albuquerque, and
$3 for the general public.
The Subway Station is located on
the lower level of the New Mexico
Student Union Building, off Casa
del Sol restaurant.

If you think "high bias" is
discrimination against tall people,
you're..not ready for New Memorex.
reproduction. Or we'll replace it. Free.
So trust your next recording to new
Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II, normal
bias MRX I or METAL IV.
As a discriminating tape user,
you'll have a high opinion of the
results.
A highly biased opinion,
that is.

Physics Lecture
Involves Topics
Of Varied Fields

r------------------~·
Ready? Get aMemorex

1

: HIGH BIAS II Cassette for SJ00•
I

Send us this coupon with $1.00 check or money ord.er payable to .
"Memorex," and we'll send you a HIGH BIAS II C·90 (sugg. retail pnce
$5.99). Mail to: MEMOREX. P.O. Box 2899, Reidsville, NC 27322.
Note: HIGH BIAS IItapes are designed for exclusive use on recorders with a
Type tl (Cr02 ) setting.
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New editions of children's books
will be featured Saturday at a
Children's Book Fair from noon to
4 p.m. at the University of New
Mexico Bookstore on campus.
Michael Hague's Favorite Hans
Christian Anderson Fairy Tales and
a new edition of Aesop's Fables are
two of the more popular books that
will be featured at the book fair,
said Pat Nelson, book buyer.
Books commemorating the I OOth
anniversary of Pinnochio, Gail
Cooper's One Unicorn and a large
selection of picture books, classics
and bilingual books will be
available, she said.
The book fair will be sponsored
by the Friends of UNM Libraries,
in cooperation with the UNM
Bookstore. Proceeds will support
new purchases and services at the
libraries.
When purchasing books, parents
should consider the child's age and
interests, as some children prefer
factual books over fiction, Nelson
sai?. "Books are very personal."

3)Maddy said he felt the ASUNM
Student Court took "improper
(amount of) time" considering the
KUNM case Oct. 20. The court
decided then that the money should
revert to ASUNM.

Gordon also said that he was told
by UNM Vice President for Student
Affairs, Alumni Relations and
Development Marvin D. "Swede"
Johnson that the administration
"had no interest" in using student
funds for KUNM's base funding.

shimmer with startling crispness.
Even quiet passages sound
clearer. Because new Memorex
HIGH BIAS II has 4 to 5dB lower
noise. Which means dramatically
reduced tape hiss.
And thanks to Permapass:• our
extraordinary new binding process,
the music you put on the tape stays
on the tape. Play after play,
even after 1,000 plays.
In fact, new
Memorex will always
deliver true sound

Gretchen Pasley

2)Maddy contends the freezing
"misrepresented" the voters in the
Spring election,

"We're not here to judge
KUNM," Gordon said, "but the
Senate has made its st<~nd clear."

High bias tape is specially formulated to deliver remarkably improved
sound reproduction, particularly in
the higher frequencies.
And no high bias tape does that
better than totally new Memorex
HIGH BIAS .II.
We've developed a unique new
formulation of superline ferrite crystal oxide particles. And while that's a
mouthful to say, it delivers an earlul
of results.
Singers ring out more clearly.
Snare drums snap and cymbals

Book Fair to Help
Library Increase
New Acquisitions

NOW MOlE THAN EVER
WE ASK: IS IT LIVE, OR IS IT

MEMO REX

c ]981 .Memon-•x Cmoornt1mL Sdnld ClWit. C.-Jhf'JTI1kl t)!JQ:')?. U S.A

•

I

0 •

An Australian physicist will
speak on topics ranging from archaeology to gamma rays in two
presentations at the University of
New Mexico department of physics
and astronomy.
John Prescott, from the
University of Adelaide, will speak
on "Where From and How Old?
Some Applications of Physics to
Archaeology" today at 4 p.m. in
the Physics and Astronomy
Building, Room 184.
Monday he will discuss "The
Nature of Cosmic Rays" in the
same building, Room 35.
The Physics and AstroliOmy
Building is located at 800 Yale
Blvd. NE.
Both talks are free and open to
the public.

'

Children's entertainment will be
provided throughout the afternoon,
including performances by a
8111 Wechler
magician, juggler, puppeteer and
Ronald McDonald and Amanda Luther break the ground at the site strolling minstrels, Nelson said.
of the future Ronald McDonald House just north of Yale and Tucker
Wednesday.

The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

Presents

A Streetcar Named Desire
Tonight 7:00, 9:15, 11:30
Directed by Elia Kazan

Baffle of Algiers
Saturday 7:00, 9:15,11:30

SUB Theatre

·

students. $1.50
Others- $2.00

STARTS TODAY!

WARREN BEATTY
DIANE KEATON
EDWARD HERRMANN
JERZY KOSINSKI
JACK NICHOLSON
PAUL SORVINO
MAUREEN STAPLETON
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT!

All Students Invited to International Center Celebration
Thomas Hacker
ternationalize"
the campus
"Eschar Ia casa par Ia ventana" International Center.
- a Spanish idiom meaning "to
"The International Center has
throw a party." Students in a long been viewed by Americans as a
University of New Mexico 'foreign student center,'" says
recreation class will do just that Patricia Hensel, one of 19 students
tonight as they attempt to "in- in a class on social and creative

recreation planning the party.
"We want American students to
know that it's a place where they
can mingle with students from all
over the world, and not just a dropin center for foreign students,'' she

said ..

Coronado 4
6401 Uptown Blvd. NE 661-5266

1:00 and 8:00
Sorry, No Passes, or Bargain Matinees.
PHO!OGRA?HY BY VIT!'ORJO SIDRARO· EDITED llY DEDE ALLEN
WRlTIEN BY WARREN

~w~~:;~~~

Skills Center
3rd floor Zimmerman Library 277-4560

Preparing for Final Exam Workshops
Thur 12/3 2-3pm
Fri 12/410-11am
Mon 12/7 3-4pm

T ue 12/8 9-1 Oam
Wed 12/911-12,5-6pm

Preparing for English Finals
(Timed essay writings for English 100, 101, 102)

I· BAR & PACKAGE

Drop In Hours:

Mon 12-7 9am-2pm
Tue 12-8 2pm-7pm
Wed 12-9 9am-2pm

Thur 12-1 0 2pm-7pm
Fri 12-11 9am-2pm

Math 1 00 Final Review
Mon 12-7 3-4pm
T ue 12-8 10-11 am
Wed 12·9 2-3pm

Thur 12-1 0 11 am-12pm
Fri 12-11 10-11 am

Math 120 Final Review
Thur 12-10 2-3pm
Tue 12-811am-12pm
Fri 12-11 11 am-12pm
Wed 12-9 3-4pm
Math 120, 123, 150, 162 Final Reviews will be at Regular
Workshop Times.

Individual Tutoring also available for:
Math 100,120,121,123,150,162
English 100, 101, 102
.
Social Science 100, Natural Science 100

Due to overwhelming response,

•••••••••••••••
Rare Silk
••••••••••••••••
in a special concert presentation

Dec. 4
Dec.5
Two Shows Each Night

8:30·10:30
11:00·1:00 a.m.
Limited Seating with tickets available at all G ian! Ticket
outlets, and at the Wooden Horse,
Because of the special concert perfol'inance the club must
be cleared alter each show.

7605 Central N E

265·6701
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UNM Dance: Comes In
Or Goes Out Feet First

I

I
I

lJl
David Stephenson,
top,
hanging his series "The
Trans-Alaska Pipeline" at the
ASA Gallery. Bottom is one
of the photographs being
exhibited at the Gallery.
The Gallery will host an
opening reception for the
exhibit and the artist tonight
from lto 9p.m.

Ray Abeyta
Feet First is the title of this year's
student dance production. The
performance will take place in
Rodey Tlleatre both Friday and
Saturday .nigllts at S:OO p.m. and
best of all it's free. Pretty unusual
feat for any performance tllese
days.
Well now that til at's out of the
way here's wllat's really on my
mind. I talked to a couple of
performers in the production who
chose to remain anonymous; seems
things don't look so hot for the
student dancers at UNM. They just
can't seem to get up the creative
energy. Nobody bas any ideas. My
sources say the whole student dar.ce
production lasts a total of 45
minutes; 45 minutes for a whole
night in Rodey Theatre - sounds
like a waste already. I know some
people who would kill for a chance
to perform in that hall. I know
what it's like to look for a decent
performance space in this town;
scheduling is tight and you usually
have to rent or split proceeds with
the management. Talking to these
people it all sounded disheartening;
nobody's interested.
Earlier this semester things were
real hot, never a dull weekend and
all of that. It was a matter of
choice, and some hard ones at that
about what to do first, which things
you'd have to give up for others,
and how much money you could
scrape up. As the semester plodded
on and people remembered they
were students, things got a little
dull. All of a sudden it was "Sorry

man I just don't have the time,
finals ya' know." Well I can understand that. Hell, it's not a free
education and who can afford to
waste it. So what's happening over
at the dance department? Why so
glum chum? My sources claimed it
was simply a matter of seeing their
end of the year performance as just
another final exam. Well, so it's a
final exam; you could be in Med
School where they give real finals. I
don't get it. Here we have a group
of aspiring dancers - they've got
Student dancers rehearsing for Friday and Saturday nights performance of "Feet First."
this chance to play Rodey Theatre
for the whole night if they want but all they have is 45 minutes of
material and a few dancers who are any number of visual artists and
think that it'.s not going to be so musicians who would be willing to
hot, maybe that's why it's a free collaborate with the dancers here;
performance.
it's just a matter of making the
ttniwu!4 - old, handmade M nem
·
There's been a major turnover in connections.
So maybe I'm being too critical,
dance students and faculty in the
:NI:! r(?enlwt al '1/,i/," If
ttnl;e~' twed cto(/te;
dance department this year. Alicia I've only talked to a few people, but
;.y"";,fejo'ume.: :!6'•j-8;!(J(J
l"'"dty
~
acceo.soue.s
Perea and Arthur Armijo, two of I trust their opinions and I'd hate to
the finest dance.-s I've ever seen see this dance production and the
!1'/anll> ~!" ;1/'otle~,y
fljwn: ,'!/"";u'<~· - /Am.rla;r
here, split for NYC. Lorn use of a great space go to waste. If
4 1: (J(I a, 111. Ia 8: (J(J jt.JJI.
.'Ainlo fi" '1/lnodtt>r>l~
McDougal and Lee Connor, two this article is worth anything,
very promising choreographers, consider it a commentary with all
have also gone the same way. due respect to a department and
Undeniably there is a certain sense group of people I feel are well
of loss in the ever present transience worth the concern. I've r.een some
of a University; but the possibilities good dance here, and I believe I'll
for new and more creative artists see a lot more. Besides loosing a
and endeavors is just as present. So few good people the Dance
where is it? Maybe Albuquerque Department has also gained a few
really is just another back water and things are looking a lot more
burg with odd flashes of brUliance up than they are down.
unexepectedly popping out of the
Despite the bad rap I am looking
haze. I don't think so however, forward to seeing Feet First, and if
because I know what's available the information was unjust you'll
·On Tap: Coors and Lowenbrau
here and the potentials and op- be able to read about it right here
purtunities are tremendous. There next week.
-In Bottles: Moosehead, Molson,

.jJdufdk.ft~

CARRARO'S

-is proud to serve-

BEER and WINE
and Dos Equis
• House Wines: Parducci

Up
~r~ee

9:00pm
·to
1:00am

StudenlJ For Suno(,aJ - '"The Arms Race h
meeting Friday at i2:00 n[)on in Oncp
Hall, room241,
Crur Cha•er:- Chavez will speak at tWo ralliC$ in
support cf lheScrvh:c and Maintenance Workers of
S~rious''

Saint Vin~enu Hospital. The rallitS wlll be held at
II a.m. and 7:30 p.m., Monday at St, John's

last chance

Catholic: Church, 1301 Osage I11Santa Fe.
N.M. Gtoli;... phle~ll/u.\ttd•tlan- ''Arplications
of the Outmoded: t='uture Roits: of Traditional
Agricullure,.. a talk by Dr. Gene Wilken

or

near

UNM

Colorado State Uniiierslty, will be Biven Friday at
3:30p.m, in room2020fHodgin Hall.
Soulhwest Rtsn~tc:h and Jnfomiallon C.enrer- An

Oper& HouSe 'will be held at the Center fromJ:30 to
1 p.m. Friday, The center Is iocated at lOS Stanfllrd
S.E.
.
Women~s Crrilrr Scholarship for Women
Returning to School! Soroptimi5l T.A.P. award
applications arc available at the Women'.s Center,
1824 las tomas: N.E, Deadline is. Dec:. 15.
Ari5 Managemrnt Assodatlon- Mtt:tlng Monday
at 6:00 p.m. in roCJm ll-434 f!AC. Topic will be:
Summer Jobs.

'

l

..'Whether for its exotic luxuriance, for its French postcard
imagery, or for its venture into the sexual minefield,
...,.,.... - D,_•" is an ORIGINAL. Dominique Sanda
is stunning ... not since Rita HayWorth has an actress parlayed
her sexuality the way Sanda drn:s in "J'"oy•••.., Dotte••"
.._Carrie Rickey. 'Village Voice

what women talk about when men aren't around
A feature
writer is
needed for
next semesters'
Recreation 101
supplement to
the Daily Lobo.
Bring resume
samples ot writing
to Marron Hall,
138 and speak
with Robert
Sanchez or fill
out an application
in Marron Hall, 131

Dominique SIIIUltl

j"Voyage
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S2.00

In tfie
General
/ubway /tatlon
$3.00
lower level
nortfiweJt corner of tfie /.U.B.

tiMES: 1:00 & 9:00
(Sat-Sun Mat: 3:00, 5:00)
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$2.00 Off Haircut With This Ad.\_"_.. 1
Bernadette Chacon-Owner
1506 Girard NE.
Appointments: 266-4144
Open Tues.·Sal. 9:00-5:30

Sports

\

Lobo Volleyball to 'The Pit'
I
For NCAA Match Saturday

II
I

1

I

I

1
1

~---~------------------------

Christmas Food Drive!
Please donate non-perishable goods at the following:

Textbook Co-op, SlJB Lobby, Mechanical
Engineering and the Faculty Club.
'l"""or<•d bv Student Vet<•r<>n; dnd Al M l:lu,ine,; Club. ~or more in·

lornhllion<aiiL77-J701 or277·4150

Gr~g

Lay

Coaches say New Mexico's
nationally-ranked volleyball team is
"rested and ready" for the first
round of the NCAA national
championship
tournament
Saturday night <It University Arena.
Minor injuries to two nonstarting players could affect team
depth for the match against Miami
of Ohio, however. Sally Plows has

Shannon Vessup.
The team will be playing for the
first time at University Arena known as "The Pit" after
completing the regular season at
Johnson Gym. But head coach
Mike Hebert said it would be better
at the arena because the floor at
and see.''
Lobo starters are all-conference Johnson Gym has not been
Players Terri Neilson, Kim Hicks refinished in a long time and is very
and Kelly Knowles, along with , slick.
Becky Lucht, Linda Archuleta and
"We're really hoping for a good
crowd," Grissom said. "The team
earned the home court with their
playing this season, now we need a
lot of supporters to make the home
court an advantage."
an injured achilles tendon and
Mary Ann Grape! twisted her ankle
in practice this week.
"They may be ready to go by
Saturday night," assistant coach
Wanda Grissom said. "We need
them, but we'll just have to wait

MAKE THIS
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
WITH A SPECIAL GIFT!
-THE GIFT OF LIFEYour Dona1ion at Yale Blood Plasma can help insure
that the thousands of Hemophiliacs in this country will
enjoy Christmas this year and in the years to come.
Please help us to help them.

Christmas Soecials

Ir--------------.,II
I
COUPON NO.1

Thi; wupon good lor a $5.00 Bonus on your lirll dona lion With valid &IU·
dcn1 or militiiry ID

I

I

limit: one per OOnor. Not good wllh a! her ·coupons.
Oller Expires 12·18·8t

..I -------------...II
..II _____________ _I
-YALE BLOOD PLASMA, INCCOUPON N0.2

Thi' coupon good for a $2.00 Bonus for regular donors only! This
wupon Js.Not valid if Coupon No.1 was usedon your first donation.
Lim11 one per donor. Not good with other coupons.
Offer El<pires 12·18·81

-YALE BLOOD PLASMA, INC-

YALE BLOOD PLASMA, INC.
122 Yale Blvd .• SE
ABQ., N.M. 87106
(505) 266-5729
New Donors at<epted • 12:30 p.m. ·3:30p.m. M·F
·People Helping People Through Plasmapheresis·

All-conference volleyball player Kim Hicks will lead UNM into the
first round of the NCAA national championships at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday at the University Arena in Albuquerque.

The best-three-of-five match
begins at 7:30 p.m. Students
(college or high school, with an ID
card) and children under 12 will get
in for $1; children under six will be
free, General admission is $2, and
chairback seats will cost $3. Tickets
go on sale at the northeast corner of
University Arena at 6 p.m.
Saturday.
Miami of Ohio got into the.20team NCAA field as champion of
the Mid-American Conference,
winning the MAC post-season
tournament with ease to boost their
record to 41-9.
The Lobos were invited as an
independent team. Their record is
25-16, but almost every loss has
been to other top-20 teams.
The winner Saturday night will
advance to the final 16, and will
play the second-seeded team in the
tournament next weekend, facing
San Diego State in Provo, Utah.
It has been two weeks since the
Lobos completed the regular
season, but the team appears to
have benefitted from the rest,
Grissom said. "We got three
workouts last week, and five this
week. They're ready for some
comp~tition."

Herrera Wins SUB Billiards Tournament
Anthony Herrera battled past a
field of 15 entries to claim victory in

·--------------------------~

the latest billiards tournament at
the Student Union Building.
His first place effort was good
for $30 in championship prize
money.

I '!lfl~ ~~ J'PickfMe1Ups I
II ~~. Le!~!,!!.!,~~!~....ts 11
I
BUYONEANDGETONEFREE
II
I
II
~~?e~o2i~ ~~~!!-:vi~ ~otential
I

Garry Willis finished second,
earning a $20 award, while Jim

Buchanan took third place, which
carried a $10 prize.
The SUB games area will sponsor
another billiards tournament in the
spring to determine New Mexico's
representitive to the regionals in
Arizona next semester.

business and it's your chance to save.

offer good on any item In stock until Dec. 31,1981

We are

for "Lookalike" abuse.

I

1
1
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NOW ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS OF l..ffERATURE, ART
WORK AND FILM AS WELL AS PROPOSALS FOR PERFORMANCES OF
MUSIC,
DANCE, THEATRE, ETC.
DEADLINE
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5. FOH INFORMATION CALL 2 77- s_ 6 56.

Over

100

Artists

U.N.M. Student Union Ballroom
~
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10 AM - 7 PM -

Southern Cal Coach lmpres$ed With Lobos
shoots the 20-22 foot jumper very
well, He is the key to their (UNM's)
If you can believe Stan Morrison, offense."
his Southern California basketball
Morrison was also impressed
team may not show up tonight to with UNM's team play. "They have
play the UNM Lobos.
different kinds of abilities that
Morrison gave a ra.ve review of compliment one another," said the
the Lobos Tuesday night after second-year Trojan coach, "They
UNM' s 113-69 victory over East have an outstanding zone and are
Texas State.
well, well coached.
"Phil Smith is a great player,"
"They do situation things like
jump balls, inbounds plays, inbounds from sidecourts veryw~ll."
Morrison was also impressed
with .the collection of individuals
amassed by Coach Gary Colson in
only two years. "(Don) Brkovich
runs like a deer, and (Mark) Snow
is playing a lot smarter than when I

Eric Maddy

saw him in high school," he said, my third string point guard against
"(Tim) Fullmer is the key to their them,''
traps, he steals the ball, and covers
Like the Lobos, USC is a young
for others on defense."
team, with only three seniors on the
But nobody should get out the squad. Morrison has five freshmen
crying towel for Morrison. The on his team, including 6-8 Wayne
Trojans return six lettermen and Carlander, 6-9 Ken Johnson, and 6·
four starters form last year's 14-13 9 V2 Clayton Oliver, Car lander and
squad that finished fourth in the Oliver may start against UNM.
P AC-1 0 behind nationally ranked
"We're a young team," said
Oregon State, UCLA and Arizona Morrison. "It's important that our
State.
seniors (Hill, Maurice Williams and
USC lost to top-ranked North George Ratkovich) show leadership."
Carolina by II points Monday
night, "but it was a five point game
Live coverage of the game will be
most of the way," Morriso.n said. provided by KOB radio and
"Jacque Hill got three fouls in the television.
Opening tipoff i's
first five minutes, and I had to play scheduled for 8 p.m.

Spo1ts Raise
X-mas Money
The UNM ski team will be
selling Christmas trees starting
today through Dec. 16 to raise
money for the team. The tree lot
is located at San Mateo .and
Montgomery (almost), and trees
range from $15-35, according to
Klaus Weber, assistant ski
coach.
And for those who want to
speak to Santa personally, the
intramurals department will
have Mr. Claus call you to
discuss your gift wishes. For
further information, call 2775151,

•

Jo~

Cavarettil

I

Phil Smith

said Morrison. "Unlike other
players from the New York area
who play point guard, he makes the
flashy moves to be effective and
doesn't do it for show.
"When he makes a behind-theback pass or dribbles between the
legs, he does because it is the best
thing to do at the time. And he

SaTtte oJd story.
These

love uoc.{ a~·ruqHt
8?1.ct 'tOSS ~0&..1 OUt

Lobo Gymnasts
· .. Open Seas<>n At
Colorado Invite
The UNM
men's and
women's gymnastics teams open
their season today at the Rocky
Mountain Invitational in
Colorado Springs, with both
teams expected to be in the hunt
for the team title.
Three-time All American and
defending NCAA champion
Steve Jennings will lead the
men's team that will take all 12
members but count only 10 in
the scoring.
"ASU will be our biggest
competition," said Mitchell.
"We are sort of rivals. Their
coach, Don Robinson, used to
be at Eastern New Mexico, so it
makes for a some real competiveness."
Mitchell is anxious to get the
season started to see how his
young squad will perform under
pressure. "We are inexperienced," he said. "We need
this competition very much. lf
we can beat ASU and score well,
we may be in the top ten when
the rankings come out in
January."
this meet will also help
Mitchell determine his traveling
squad for future meets. "I've
pr~tty well got my mind made
up," he said. "But if someone
shoUld come out and do well, I
may have to look again."
Womens coach Claudia Cagle
is also optimistic about the
competition against I 0 other
schools, including Nebraska,
texas-EI Paso and Air Force.
"Although We're gearing our
sets to be ready for the regular
season competition in Janual'}',
we've got some super sets ready
to go now," she said. "We hope
not only to get the team in the
comoetition groove, but to win
the ineet as well and dominate
the finals competition:"

coJl~qe g~~~

-in the mov-nin9.
/

<198t Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
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4. Housing

Classified

Advertising
1. Personals
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterill7.alion, abortion. Right to Choose.
294-0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TF..STING & COUNSEUNG. Phone.
247-9819.
tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I,D, photos. 3 for
$6.00! I lowest prices in town I Fast, pleasing, short
wnlk from UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to 123
Wellesley S.E., between Girard and Carlisle, corner
of Silver. Hours: 10-6 weekdays, Saturday9-5. tfn
CIJINESE BUHI::T. Cllt,"AP All you can cat. lunch
$3.45, supper $4.50, Sunday Bnmch S3.00. Ja<>Jilo'~ Place, 5000 Central Ave. S.B.
tfn
CONTACTS·POLISIJING, SOLUTIONS . Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of
Washington.
tfn
WE IIOT I>ISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (lennon styles), gold
rimless. S54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less
Opticians, 5007 Menaul N.E., across from La
Belles.
tfn
WOMt;N'S IIEALTH St:RVICE UNM. Student
Health Center Annual exams for PAPS, contraccplion!

abortion

counseling

and

other

gynecological services. 277-3136.
tfn
I'LAY DUPLICATE BRIDGE Nonsmoking pairs
Sundays, teams Mondays, 7pm. Bob's 1421) Carlisle
NE, numbcr209. 266-9147 for partners.
12/9
ONJ,Y $Z,)S, TWO farm· fresh eggs, two homemade
chemical free sausage patties, two slices to toast,
free green chill. Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe.
Corner of Girard, Central and MOnte VIsta 2687~~

tfu

BOOKSTORE GIFT SIIOP Christmas cards, toys
and games, puppets and dolls, ribbons and bows au
at UNM Bookstore!.
12/lS
CONCEPTIONS CHRISTMAS OFFER Buy one
1981 issue of Conceptions Southwest UNM'S Fine
Arts/ lherary publication featuring work by 34
UNM artists and writers, get three back Issues for
52.00. Total package price$6.00.
tfn
UNIQUE Gltl SAI.E. African hats, baskets.
Antique ties, books, records. LPS SIOO off, 500
excellent classical, country, ja7Z recently arrived.
Extra 10 percent off with this ad. "Birdsong", 106
Gimrd S.E.
12/14
WE'VE PROVED IT works, let us help you Ond
money for scllool. Southwest Scholarship Services,
P.O. Box 14BGS, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87191.
12114
TilE TEXTBOOK Co-OP is open. Sell your books
Cor more at the C<>-op. Located in Rm. 24-A SUB
basement.
12114
STIIDENT VETERAN'S ASSOCIATION and ATM
Busittess Club is conducting its annual Christmas
Food Drive. Please donate non· periShable goods at:
Textbook C<>-op, SUB Lobby, Mechanical
Engineering and Faculty Club, Donations accepted
weekdays,
12114
CLOSING RECEPTION! ASA Gallery--featuring
photograph by David Stephenson and works by
graduating senior;. Dec. 4, 7:00 p.m. All are invited. Runs through Dec. II.
1214
WISHING YOU IIOLIDAYS ortove, with gratitude,
Rainbow Place Folks, 555 Wyoming N.E •. Open 'til
8 p.m., well-lit parking.
12114
IIAPPY BIRTHDAY ALLEN baby. I hope today is
as good as you are II .love, Your Secret Admirer.
1214
1982 SIERRA CLUB Calendars at UNM Bookstore.

OVER 110 NEW .MEXICO Craftspeople will sell
their wares. SUB Ballroom, Dec. 3, 4 and 5th, 1214
HERE COMES THE Chicken! The UNM Chicken is
coming soon to the New Mexico Union. Eat your
heart out San Diego! Yummy!.
tfn
ICE CREAM CONES, .35 .60 ,75 New Mexico
Union Ice Cream Shoppe.
tfn
IIOT SOPAPILLA WITH honey .35 Salsa and chips
.75 Nachos 1.00 Casa Del Sol. New Mexico Union
Food Service.
tfn
REO AND GREEN Chili Enchiladas .89 Burritocs
1.00 Tostados .59 Casa Del Sol N.M.U,F,S,
tfn
DO YOU LIKE Posole1 Only 1.15 a bowl at Casa Del
SoiN.M.U.F,S.
tfn
GET YQUR CHRISTMAS presents at ASUNM's
Am/Crafts Falr. Thurs .. Fri., Sat.- Dec. 3, 4 and
Sth. SUB Ballroom.
12/4
COLI.ECTAZINES, HEAVY METAL Omni,
Rolling Stone, life's, looks, Ramparts, tOO's of
titles, \<i Price Books Records Central at University
11:00 a.m.· 9:00p.m., 7 days,
1111
WORLD WAR II Albuquerque Journals 1941 thru
1945, 11 Price Books, University at Central Jl;OO
a.m. ·9:00p.m., 7 days.
1/11
MERRY CIIRISTMAS AND Happy New Year from
the folks at Price Books, Central at University.
12114
S CAStl S, 5 CASH S, SAVE cash shop at Vi Price
Books, Records, Magazines. A trip thru Time
magazines .from 1900 to present. All types
paperbacks, new and used, Collectors Records,
University at Central II :00 a.m.- 9 p;m., 7 days,
1111

v,

2. Lost & Found
JOSEPH VARELA, CLAIM your student 1.0. at
131 Marron Hall.
tfn
LOST: WHITE SKI glove with blue markings. Size:
lady's medium. Reward, 266-3723 evenings. 1214
FOUND WALLET AND J.D.'s belonging to Rudy
Garcia. Claim in Room 131, Marron Hall.
tfn
WALLTER AND ID'S belonging to George Hartley
found 12·3·81. <;orne to Marron Hall, Room 131 to
claim.
tfn
REWARD. LOST SMALL doberman/great dane
cross puppy. Corner of Silver & Harvard. Brown
w/tan markings, long tail, floppy ears, orange
collar.• 266-7125 or243-0541,
12/14
FOUND MAN'S WATCH at UniversitY/Grand,
Claim at 131 Marron Hall.
12/14
MAX WAHLQUIST, PICK up your student I. D. at
131 Marron Hall.
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Potiec
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services

HOLIDAY HELP SPECIAL. Conscientious and
dependable teenagers will do odd jobs. Yard
cleaning, house cleaning, .small paint jobs. Also
babysitting or errands. Call266-3937, after 4:00.
tfn
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals.
Marc's Guitar Center, 143 HarvardS.E. 265·3315.
tfri
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY Enslish/MA editor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
2/1
available. 266-9550.
~·. .life, Epic,
12/4
QA TYPING SERVICE: .a complete typing and
COMICS MADS, STARLOG, Future,
1-1
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
Price Books, University at Centrall1:00 a.m. ·9:00 •
scholastic, charts and tables.345-2125.
tfn
p.m. 7 days.
1111
TYPING/EDITING/TUTORING 277-6404; 266•
PAPAMPIPI TEPEQUIPIEPEROPO Wipillipi.
4567.
1111
1219
BEWARE OF THE TinselTown muggers.
1118 TYPIST. IBM. EXPERIENCED. Juan Tabo/Lomas
Area, 299•1355.
1/11
WORD PROCESSING SPECIALIZED in thesis,
reports, equations, Revision capabilities. Extended
~101\ETIIA~ BAGS
hours. The Word Shop. i-93-0838
1214
just Arrivt:d:
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES 265·9082,
12114
ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED, PROFESSIONAL
Ann Stl•vt•n's Skirts
typist. School, business & legal papers. Theresa •
SI\HJU • 825.!1!1
883·7112.
12114
\lul·l 'ri 111-fl !Lill .,itt ~J,; p,lll.
NEEO TUTORING IN Chemlstry7 Call Jonathan
12/4
Nimitt, PhD., 255-4691.
101 CCJnlcH S.E.
BERNALILLO COUNTY LEGAL Clinic.
Bankruptcy 5200, Legal Counseling $20, Divorces,
USAF FLIGHT JACKET
Adoptions$75, 121 Yale SB, 242·2222.
12/4
GENUINE Gl
TYPING 75 CENTS/PAGE, 296-4998.
• 12/4
A· I TYPIST • TERM papers, Resunles 299·8970,
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2112
FAST ACCURATE TYPING inclUdes corrections,
spelling, grammar, purtciuation.. TypArt lOS
Stanford SE 262·1 86!1.
1126
PROt'ESSIONAL TVPING REASONABLE.
Extensive secretarial experience, business overlow
typing tny specialty. IBM Selectric Ill, Call 299·
6256 or299·2676.
12/14
TYPING THESIS, DISSERTATION reports,
statistical, etc. Call Annlta, 299·3781,
12114
Ttn:SES, DISSERTATIONS, PROPOSALS edited.
CST tutoring Jan Grover, 265-6094.
12/4

Sago Gtcetl or BlllD

KS,S,M,L . .
~L..

545.15
150.50

ct ~\JfMJl!f,.,
P
WE.It'l' ,-,

ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE
258·0000

Sharing

~A Ride

Do you need a lift?
Do you have the wheels?

TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM Pnd
downtown. Bus service every 31) minutes, I
bed.mom or c!flcicncy, from $205, All utilities paid.
Deluxe kitchen with dishwasher and disposal,
recreation room, swim•niog pool, TV room and
laundry. Adult couples, no pets. 1~20 University
NE. 243-2494.
tfn
ENORMOUS, QUIET, TWQ.BEDROOM furnished
townhouse apt., fireplace, 9. ft, closets, $351),
utilities paid, no pets, children, 247-8724.
tfn
HOUSESITTER: I AM looking for an apartment or
house to housesit during spring semester (or
earlier). Excellent references and enjoy gardening
and yardwork, Catherine, 242· 7228.
tfn
fOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apart!llent, 14(1) Girard
NE, SIBS/mo., all utilities paid. fully furnishedsecurity locks and laundry facilities. Please call
tfn
before 6:00 In the evening, 266~8392,
ONE-HALF BLOCK FROM campus, nice 2 BR
furnished apartment, 898·0921.
tf11
VARSITY IIOUSE ONE bedroom furnished apt.
$230 includes utilities, ~win or double beds, 26B·
0525.
12/14
AVAILABLE NOW. UTILITIES paid. B,F.F,. I &
2 bedrooms, 10 percent off for U.N.M. students,
cable TV, 3 pools, Aspen Apartments, ~81-3570,
4501 Shepard Rd. NE.
219
ACADEMIC SCHOLARSIP POSSIBLE for clean
quiet rooms In luxury nei~hborhOod ncar campus
laundry; private entrance, kitchen, bath, Under
$160, Female non-smoker preferred, 255-2221,
12/4
SUBLET AVAILABLE DECEMBER 19. Jan, 16,
831-5787.
12/4
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share fully
furnished house near Zuni and San Mateo. Sl/5,
includes all utilities. Must be neat, responsible and
considerate, 268-5208,
12/4
JUST PAINTED, FURNISHED duplex off Silver.
One bedroom. Negotiable. 247-8647,
1219
HOUSEMATE WANTED: TO share three bedroom
house in Ridgecrest Area (2 mi. from campus),
Garage, yard, fireplace, 5142/mo plus V• utilities,
1219
Call256-7864.
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, garage, yard, ncar
UNM, llo&pitals, $185, 268·7218 after 5 p.m. 12/14
EXTRA LARGE ONE-BEDROOM apartme 0 t,
beam. ceilings, skylighting, carpet, drapes, near
Carllsle/Candelnria. $210,888-3000.
12114
THREE BEDROOM, LARGE dean, $475, Available
Dec. 7th, 883-3850.
12/9
IIOUSEMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom, furnished
house, north campus a ream SI7S/mo., Utilities, call
Jim, 256-1360.
12114
ONE BLOCK FROM UNM I bedroom duplex,
furnished, SI6S.OO. 842-8160 after 5:00p.m. 1214
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share two
bedroom apartment, $150.00 a month, all utilltl~
paid. Caii24J.1647 anytime, one block from UNM.
12/14
ONE FURNISHED ($180/mo), one unfurnished
SI6S/mo apartment near TVI • UNM. Call 2429158 or242-7081,
12114
NON·SMOKING FEMALE wanted to share 2-bdrm.
12/14
house, Si30/mo., 265·2493.
HOUSEMATE: WALK TO North Campus, non·
smoker, large 3 bedroom, washer-dryer, dish-washer. PctsO.K.,266-1297.
12/9
HOME FOR SALE with low down, two blocks east
of UNM. Call Susan Beard, the university area
specialist, at 256-3814 or at Walker-Hinkle Realty,
268-4SSI.
1214
STOREFRONT, DOOR INCLUDED. 5175, 2424777, Mr. Schwartz.
12114

5. ForSale
SlJZUK1400 ENDUR05S9S, 831-5691, llenr}l.
12/14
MERCEDES 1963 220SE Classic, clean, rebuilt
engine. 52700 or offer. Call 873-0257 evenings,
weekends.
12114
BABY'S CRIB, HARDLY used, 5125, 247·2099.
12/14
1 AFRICAN MASKS 1920's I HoBo, I Dan.
REASONABLE 268-9732.
1214
DALEBOOTS 911·10!1l SKI-BOOTS Good condition, good price. Call lynnwood 268·8836. 1214
ROLL BAR FOR small P,U. truck, black, 550.00.
277·5766 or 266-0895,
1111
STEREO EQUIPMENT TECHNICS turntable
SLD2 590.00, and cassette deck M250 5260.00;
Pickering cartridge .XSV4000 570.00. All for $40(),
negotiable. All 9 months old, new condition.
12114
Afternoons and Evenings, Jon, 277-3085,
SIX MONTHS OLDII I Honda Express $295.00 2660895. Great, .cheap transportation.
1111
LINCOLIN CONTINENTAL 19'71 2-Door excellent
condition, $1300.00 or bes: offer, 268-9161
Evenings,
12114
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, Trucks. Many sell tinder
5200.00. Information on .purchasing similar
bargains. 602·99B-OS7S Ext. 924.
12114
SKIS. YAMAHA 160 W/Tyrolia bindings and Hart•
Ramy poles $95.00. Rossignol 170 525 or best offer.
268-6504.
12114
KING-SIZE WATERBED. EXCELLENT condition.
Call after3:00 p.m., 255·6643. Price negotiable.
12/9
TEN SPEED BIKE, ~ery g~od condition. 27 Inches,
mustseli,SISO.OO, 265-7347.
12/9
CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR the cyclist at the Harvard
Bike House, 137 HarvardSE, 255-8808,
12/9
IIIKJNG BOOTS • WOMEN'S Vasque, 6, $60, 2773655, 242·3785.
1214
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyegl.Ss
frames. Greenwich VIllage (lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $S4.50 regular $65.00 Pay less Optidans,
5007 Menaul N,E. across from La Belles.
tfn

6. Employment
TELEPHONE SALES WORK; Pleasant telephone
sales work for local radio promotion. Clear

CAREER PLACEMENT
REGISTRY
Seniors, don't let lob opportunities
pass you by. Have you registered with
CPA? It not, c:all toll·lree
1-800•368· 309 3
tor lull details and data entry form.

speaking voice essential. Up to $6 per hour plus
bont~s. No experience necessary. We train. Work
from 9 a.m. : 2 p.m. or 4 p.m. - 9 p.m. Apply
between 10 a.m. • 6 p.m., Mon. Frl, at 120 Jackson
NE (belJind New .Chinatown Restaurant on Central).
12/14
PA~T·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
able to work Friday ancl Saturday nights, Must be
21 years old. Apply in person, no phone calls,'
please. Saveway Liquor Stores at 57041.om~ NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
tfn
COLLEGE STUDENTS, MEN, Housewives, Senior
Citizens: Pleasant teleplJone sales work for loCIII
radio promotion. Clear speaking voice essential.
Up to $6 per hour plus bonoiS, No experience
necessary, We train. Work from9a,m.· 2p.m, or4
p.m. - 9 p.m .. Apply between 10 a, m. - 6 p,m.,
Men • Fri., at 120 •Jackson NE (behind New
Chinatown Restaurant on Central),
12/14
LIGIIT DELIVERY:. 10 people needed· for local
delivery, must have economical car, neat ap- •
pearance, know Albuquerque, Apply 120 Jackson
N.E. (behind New Chinatown on Central) from
9:30a.m. ·5:30p.m.
12114
SUBSTITUTES NEEDED TO work in temporary
care facilitY for handicapped adUlts. Call Kathi
Norris at Esperanza Para Nuestros Ninos. For
more information call873-0600.
12/4
DGR IS HIRING undergraduate, graduate students.
Must be able to. work this spring, summer and next
fall. Challenging position if you know something
about making tne 3032 go. W/S qualiOed or not,
we'll troin Yo\1. Call3305.
12/9
NEED QUICK CIIRISTMAS cash? Photography
salespersons needed for I to 4 weeks. Work after
school, weekends, and during Christmas break and
earn as much money as you need. Call Dan Baldwin
842-5063. Leave your name and number.
12/14
NEEDED! UPPER DIVISION
Chemistry or
Biology, and Computer Science majors to ~sist in
neurotransmitter assay project for Spring Semester.
Gain research experience (499) and letter of
re~ommendation. Computer Science major must
have experience in Basic, Contact Michael
Boyeson, Department of Psychology. Ph N217-S306
or266-5012.
1/11

7. Travel
RIDERS NEEDED TO Tucson leave December 23rd
return December 27th. Call243·l684 evenings.
12114
IF YOU "HOPE" to find Lamour on the Road to
Hong Kong, consider advertising in the Daily
Lobo,
tfn
IF YOU WANT someone to "get you on a slow boat
to China" why not advertise in the Daily Lobo. tfn

8. Miscellaneous
WANTED: USED L.P.'S, (Rock and N'cw Wave),
Must be in excellent condition. for more Information call John, 884-5348.
12/3
SKIERS, MOUNTAINERS: WOOL pants, shirts
and hats, heavyweight. Genuine military.
Unbelievably cheap. Also, used field jackets and
parkas and flight jackets, Kaufman's, .a real Army•
Navy store. 51l4 Yale S.E., 256-0000.
1/18
NEED XMAS CASH? Sell your gold and silver
jewlery. 255-4838.
1/12
CALL ACULEX FOR all word processing needs:
theses, disseriatlon, resumes, 831-3181.
1/11
COLLECTAZINES, HEAVY METAL, Omni,
Rolling Stones, Life's, Looks, Ramparts, tOO's of
titles, Vz Price boo~s Records, Central at
University, II :00 a.m. ·9:00p.m. 7 days.
1/11

Covered
~ago.n

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOIJVN

PURGATORY SKI AREA, Durango, Cplorado, will
ppen for the 1981-82 sea1on, Friday, December 4th.
Midway snow depth 27", Chair lifts running with
Vz slopes.open,
1214
WANT BETTER PASSENGilR Rail Scrvlce?Joln
!'lational Association of Rail Passengers, attend
NARP's monthly meetings. For more .info., call
256-1029.
12114
ORNAMENTAL
BLACKSMITIIING 6·DAY
workshops, wrile: Rolando Deleon, Rt. 2 Box 216B, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501,
12114
ASUNM'S ANNUAL CRAFTS Fair· Thurs., Fri.,
Sat, • Dee. J,4 & 5th, 10 a.m •• 7 p.m. SUB
Ballroom.
12/4

9. Las N oticias
SUBWAY STATION LAST chance dance with the
funk sounds of Thumper and d.j, James Unlimited
this Sat., Dec. 5th, 9:00p.m. to 1:00 a.m. For more
info, call277·4~0612/4
CONCEPTIONS SO\ITIIWEST, UNM'S onlY
literary and fine arts publication Is accepting
submissions through December 18. Bring filnts,
artwork and literature, proposals for performances
of dance, music and theatre to Marron Hall, Room
131.
12114
AT THE UNM BOOKTSTOREI Childrens Bookfalr,
Saturday Dec. 5 from 12;00 to 4:00, The Third
Annual Friends o( the UNM Libraries Bookfair:
Juggler, puppets, ballons, magic, Come on over
and brins a kid.
1214
RALLY FOR PEACE in memory of John lennon,
December Sth, 12 noon, Yale Park.
12/4
FULL SERVICE- ONE STOP Print Shop· Prest-O-Print If/Media Concepts Graphics, 5 cent copiesprinting-design. Across from U.N.M. Next to
Jack-In-the-Box, 242·338$,
12/4
WINTER FORMAL BALL, Friday, Dec, II, 8 p.m.12. SUB Ballroom. Singles and couples welcome,
Tickets $3 at door. Sponsored by UNM Ballroom
Dance Club. Non-members encouraged to attend.
12/9
STUDENTS FOR SURVIVAL. Arms Race is
serious. Meeting, Decembcr4,12 p.m., Ortega 241,
12{4

10. Yule Log
YULE BE GLAD to hear that you can say your
Christmas cheer ror only TEN CENTS a word if
• you say il in the Yule Log.
tfn
18 MORE DAYS 'till semester break. Alllll·
riliightl I I.
1214
THE PARTY SEASO!II'S here, share a "bowl" of
Christmas
Cheer,
1214
MERRY CHRISTMAS NANCY and I hope that you
have a very happy New Year. Remerllber, if you are
a good little girl, Santa will be good to you. This
will probably be the last classilied for a while, but
don't fret, the Lobo will begin publishing again in
January.
tfn
ONLY 3 DAYS left to get your Christmas message In
the. Yule Log.
12114
C.R.B.: MY LOVE for you is deeper than the Benioff
Zone, but don!t get tremorous about it. Scumlette.
1214
TO EVERYONE AT the lobo • thanx for a good
)'ear. I hope next year will be as good. Good luck on
Onals. Oh yeah, have a good vacation. RS.
1219
VALERIE, DO ME a favor-·you know what It 1,.._
thanks, I won't forget it. Robert.
12/4
OH BY GOSII by golly, It's time for mistletoe and
Holly and Polly and Moliy and. , •
1219
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1 CllV ·~ Spec1a
1
I 1 slice of pepperoni pizza
I & sm. soft drink for $1.00
I
With coupon only 11130 -121&

1

---------------·I
127 Harvard SE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Calls
6 Rays
11 Landed property
13 Goal
14 While
15- field
17 Tantalum
symbol
18 Steal
20 Heats
21 Sty
22 Col.orless
24 Informed:
Slang
25 Urge on
26 Waste allowance
28Weirder
30 Fruit cake
~21nlets

33 Retreat
35 Burden
37Weightor
India: Pl.
38 Paddle
40 Hebrew
measure
42- and outs
43 Church part:
Pl.
45 Before
46 Latin conjunction
47 Sham
49 That Is: Abbr.
50 ReJects
52 Encircled
54 Redacts
55 Metal

3 Pronoun
4 Lick
5 Pack away
6 Prohibits
7 Bitter vetch
8 Silver symbol
9 Shooting star
10 Endure
12 Greenland
settlement
13 Mood
16 Corner
19Trades
215uppose
23Whips
25 Musical
instrument
27 Three: prefix
29 River: Sp.
31 Figures of
speech
33 Leased
34 Direction

I
1
I
I
I

36
37
39
41
43

OOWN
1 Listened to
2 Classify

Save at least half the gas expenses and
i!Mrgy. Flegrster now lor holiday long
d1 stance ,lraveltng 266-2670

I

Set of games
Strainer
Spool
Rattans
War god

44 Parvenu
47
48
51
53

Vessel
Click beetle
Scale note
Ma's mate

